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October 2, 2002 ◆

“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”

W E D N E S D AY

Scoring at a
record pace

VOLUME 87, NUMBER 28
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M

Junior forward scores six goals
against Illinois-Chicago.
Page 12

SPORTS

Eastern
has $2.2
million
shortfall
S T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

A farmer works on harvesting his field Tuesday evening between Charleston and Ashmore on Highway 16.

Farmers may lose money on crops,
not affect national economy yet
By Mallory Hausman
S TA F F W R I T E R

Extremely variable weather has
caused stress on crops as well as farmers
in the Charleston area this year.
Although the crop season started out
smoothly in April, the dryness of the summer has had an impact on the amount harvested and how much revenue farmers
will receive.
The good weather in early April
allowed some farmers to plant early while
the rain and cold throughout May forced
others to wait an extra month to plant
their crop, said Dennis Bowman, crop systems educator at the University of

I l l i n o i s ,
Urbana/Champaign.
◆ It’s pumpkin
“The crops that got
picking time.
planted early were put
How are the
through a lot of stresscrops fairing?
ful weather,” Bowman
Page 7
said.
The weather continued to be unpredictable throughout the summer with
heavy rain at the beginning of June and
then almost no rain until early September.
“The drought allowed fungus to grow in
the corn,” said Mark Phelan, Coles County
Farm Bureau manager.
Bowman said during a period of
drought, the corn sticks out of the husk.

More inside

This allows disease and moisture into the
ear and causes ear rot, or mold on the ear.
“The elevators must check the corn
when it comes in,” Bowman said. “If there
is too much mold on it, then it will not be
allowed to be stored there.”
This, he said, is what can cause problems for most farmers.
“When the elevators turn farmers
away, they have to find somewhere else to
store their corn, that means they have to
pay to have it stored elsewhere,” Phelan
said.
Furthermore, farmers have to find a
secondary market for their corn, such as
SEE FARMERS

◆ Page 6

By Caitlin Prendergast

More inside

A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

◆ Just as

Eastern still
A $2.2 million budget
suffers from
shortfall in the university’s
budget cuts,
operating budget because of
Illinois’ finana poor state economy was discial crisis may
cussed at Friday’s Council of
still continue
University Planning and
Page 6
Budget meeting.
Faculty Senate member
David Carpenter, English professor, and other
members from the senate’s Executive
Committee attended the CUPB meeting and
reported the budget findings at Tuesday’s
Faculty Senate meeting.
Jeff Cooley, vice president for business
affairs, told the CUPB that the university has
held back money from repairs and renovations
in anticipation of a shortfall.
Carpenter said interim President Lou
Hencken confirmed the budget was still short
even after factoring in funds brought in by the
largest freshman class in Eastern’s history.
Carpenter also said there was no breakdown
on where the $2.2 million is, and that tuition
money can be used for salaries, where as renovation money cannot.
At the senate meeting, Carpenter proposed a
sub-committee for the presidential area be created, especially now that athletics is included
in this area since athletics take up a “big
chunk” of the budget.
Eastern faced a similar budget crisis last fiscal year when Gov. George Ryan called back
$2.3 million in state funds. Administrators
dealt with the shortfall last year by draining
reserve accounts and postponing deferred
maintenance.
–News editor Jamie Fetty contributed to this
report

Athletics may have to find additional funds elsewhere
By Tim Martin
S TA F F W R I T E R

The Apportionment Board passed a
piece of legislation last week that might
leave the Eastern athletic department
searching for additional funds.
During last week’s meeting, the AB
passed a bylaw prohibiting the allocation of
additional funds from its’ reserve to any
organization other than the five fee-funded
boards.
Non-fee funded boards were previously
allowed to request special allocation from
the reserve fund, but the AB was worried
of the potential drain supporting additional
organizations would have.
The only organization to ask for special
allocation so far has been the athletic
department.
“I think it (bylaw) was more of a safety
guard against more organizations asking
for funds,” said Amy Leonard, student vice
president of financial affairs. “I could see
where problems would arise if we didn’t do
anything.”
The bylaw will have the biggest impact
on the athletic department which will be
left to scrap for the lost funds.

Rich McDuffie, director of athletics, said
the athletic department has asked for special allocation twice in the past few years.
One instance was when the AB used
funds to purchase 1000 student tickets for
a football playoff game to allow students to
attend the game for free.
The other instance came when the AB
helped fund the travel expenses for the pep
band, the Pink Panthers and the cheer team
to an Ohio Valley Conference tournament.
“Obviously we’d like those opportunities
(to ask for those funds) to come up again,”
McDuffie said.
“If the law passes, we won’t be able to
help out the student body,” McDuffie said.
“I guess the burden of the free playoff
tickets would fall on the students shoulders
and as far as the travel expenses go...I
don’t know where we would get the money
from. They may not get to go.”
Leonard did not vote on the topic due to
her position as AB chair but backed her
board’s decision.
“My opinion doesn’t mean anything, I
have no sway, but I think they did what was
of the best interest for the AB,” Leonard
said. “I don’t think the board targets athletics, we just don’t want to open the gates for

the bill.
everyone.”
Fanthorpe does not think
The
bylaw,
“If the law passes, we
Stewart or Hencken will oppose
which still needs
the bill, assuming it reaches
to be passed by
won’t be able to help
that far, saying, “Things usually
the student sendon’t get stopped by them. If the
ate,
Shirley
out the student body.”
students go along with it, they
Stewart,
vice
usually do also.”
president
for
—Rich McDuffie
Another reason for ceasing
student affairs
all non-fee funded support, as
and
interim
stated by multiple members of
President
Lou
the AB, was that the reserve
Hencken, promises to stir up some controversy, said fund has been built up over the years
exclusively by the five fee-funded boards.
Jennifer Fanthorpe, last year’s AB chair.
Budget left at the end of the spring
“Last year when we would bring something to the table dealing with athletics to semester is rolled over into the reserve
the Student Senate, it was always a big con- account, which is currently over $130,000.
“I hope our decision doesn’t hurt anytroversy,” Fanthorpe said. “I think they
will be highly in favor of (the bylaw); I one,” Leonard said. “Obviously the board
felt strongly about it. Any non-Recognized
think they have been waiting for it.”
Fanthorpe said she thought the Student Student Organization board is free to apply
Senate would take such a strong stance to become a fee-funded board.”
Either way, McDuffie hopes the bylaw
because they would prefer to see the funds
go toward academics. She also said she does not pass.
“I would hope that the AB retains its
does not think McDuffie would have a
flexibility to make good decisions,” he said.
problem finding money on his own.
The AB, which passed the bylaw unani- “Once you deny the AB the ability to give a
mously, only recommends the change; the group funds, regardless of merit, you realstudent senate has the power to pass or fail ly give them no authority to properly act.”
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Student Senate to
make a decision
about online voting
By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The possibility of bringing
online voting to campus is on
today’s Student Senate agenda.
If approved, the resolution
will allow the creation of a subcommittee on online voting to
introduce the process to the university. Future responsibilities
of the committee chair will be
designated by Alison Mormino,
student body president.
The resolution was written by
External
Relations
chair
George Lesica, and covers one
of Student Government’s goals
for the current academic year.
The proposal states, “an online
voting system would increase
participation in student government and therefore increase the
say that students have in decisions that affect them.”
A cost-effective online voting
system would be used for
Student Government as well as
other campus organizations,
such as University Board which
could poll the campus on
upcoming concerts, said Bill
Davidson, speaker of the senate.
“We’re trying to increase
voter turnout,” he said. “It’s
(online voting) a lot more efficient in counting votes.”
Lesica will also speak at the
senate meeting to clarify
Student Senate members’ questions on voting.

“The
(sub)committee
is
essentially a search committee,” Lesica said. “The committee will come up with a set of
requirements for what we want
the (voting) system to do.”
The Senate also proposed a
resolution to clarify student pay
procedures. The resolution will
recommend to the Human
Resource Office a change in
student checks to include wage
rate and hours, if approved.
The proposal states if the
information is included it will
decrease
“discrepancies
between employer and employee records, and, whereas, this
information will be especially
useful seeing that students get
paid once a month.”
A senate bill allocating $100
for Spoken Word, on open
microphone night Oct. 3 at 7
p.m. in 7th Street Underground,
was tabled last week.
If passed this week, Spoken
Word will receive funds to
cover costs of prizes for first,
second and third place competitors at the event.
Ronnie Deedrick, student
vice president of academic
affairs, will also speak at
tonight’s
senate
meeting
regarding the “Pick a Prof” program.
The proposed program suggests making information such
as class syllabuses and professor information available online
before students enroll.

Student’s visitation
hours today in Troy
The visitation for Eastern student Todd J. Bruns, 21, of
Collinsville will be Wednesday
from 4 to 8 p.m. at the Laughlin
Funeral Home, 205 Edwardsville
Rd., Troy.
The funeral will be Thursday
at 10 a.m. at the Mother of
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Painting fun
Erin Grilec, a senior business management major, paints with Laura Longtin, a sophomore social science major,
on the Alpha Phi window in the walkway of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Tuesday afternoon. Various
greek organizations and residence halls decorated the windows to get ready for Homecoming.

Lecture to discuss
mathematics history
◆ Graduate student will
talk about Mayan culture’s
influence on the subject
Staff report
An Eastern graduate student
in mathematics will discuss
the impact of Mayan culture
on modern math in a lecture as
part of Latino Heritage
Celebration 2002.
Andy Schwartz will discuss
how and why the Mayans
developed their mathematical
system.
The Mayans were some of
the first to develop modern
mathematical theory and calendar system, a press release
stated.
“People discount what other
cultures have given to society
and this lecture is an opportunity for people to become
more aware,” said Isabel

Castro, chair of the Latino
Heritage Committee.
Schwartz will describe this
and how mathematics influenced the culture, a press
release stated.
Schwartz will also discuss
the Mayan mathematical system compared to math systems such as the GrecoRoman, Arabic and Oriental,
the press release stated.
Mayans were also the first
to use the unit zero, the press
release said, the impact of
which Schwartz will discuss.
“There were certain things
Mayans discovered that they
were not given proper credit
for, basically because their
culture
was
destroyed,”
Schwartz said in the release.
The lecture will be held at 7
p.m. tonight in the Oakland
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.

POLICE

BLOTTER

Illegal consumption of
alcohol by a minor /
Possession of a fictitious or altered driver’s license
Nicholas W. Miller, 20, of Taylor
Hall was arrested at 1:40 a.m
Thursday in the area of Lincoln
Hall on the charges listed above, a
police report stated.

CORRECTIONS
The name of a former Eastern
student was misspelled in a headline of Tuesday’s edition of The
Daily Eastern News. The correct
spelling is Shannon McNamara.
Also in Tuesday’s edition, a
story incorrectly reported the
individuals present at a meeting.
Only members of the University
Professionals of Illinois attended
the meeting.
The News regrets the errors.
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Registration office moved to
make way for music students
By Melissa Nielsen
CAMPUS EDITOR

The registration office has moved from the south
end of McAfee Gymnasium to the north end and students registering for spring 2003 should be aware of
the move.
The office was moved Sept. 19 from the south
side of McAfee, where it had been located for over
25 years, to room 1124 in the north basement of the
building.
“It’s working out OK so far,” said Sue Harvey,
director of academic records and registration. “It’s
smaller, but they have the room to do what they
need to do.”
The registration office move is part of a domino
effect created by the renovation and relocation of
the Doudna Fine Arts building.
The building will be under construction until 2005
and the music department will be relocated in
McAfee until then.
To accommodate music students, movable music
practice rooms needed to be installed and different
spaces around campus were considered, said Roger
Stoner, chair of the music department.
However, the high ceilings and ample space in the
former registration office proved the best location
for the rooms, Stoner said.
Employees at the registration office have to deal

“It’s working out OK so far. It’s
smaller, but they have the room to
do what they need to do.”
—Sue Harvey

with a smaller space and less storage room, but the
inconvenience will not effect students, Harvey
said.
Before the move, the registration office tried to
weed out old files and paper to prepare for the
smaller space. However, she said extra storage cabinets will not arrive for another four to six weeks.
The current registration office was redesigned to
accommodate the new office, including the installation of modular units instead of flat desks and overhead storage areas.
The department was also provided with new
office equipment.
Registration begins Oct. 14, and if students have
trouble with the touch tone registration system or
want to change their major they should consult the
registration office.

C A I T L I N B U L L I S / A S S O C I AT E P H O T O E D I T O R

A sign hangs in the old registration office located in the basement of
McAfee Gym to inform staff and students of the new location, also located
in the basement of McAfee. The office was moved to make room for more
music classrooms.

Senate delays a vote on Honors College name change
◆ Faculty stalls making a decision on controversial issue,
awaiting more input from other
staff and program director.
By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

Faculty Senate members clashed over a
proposal to change the name of the Honors
Program to the Honors College at Tuesday’s
meeting.
The ongoing discussion on the proposal
was the main focus of the meeting.
Senate Chair Anne Zahlan presented a
draft resolution to the proposal made by
Honors Program Director Herbert Lasky
two weeks ago and senate members made
friendly amendments to the resolution.
The amendments concerned promoting
the continuation of the work the program

has been doing, and ensuring that no substantial financial implications be imposed
with the change.
Steven Scher, senate member and psychology professor, proposed the financial
implications amendment.
“I’m concerned with an increase in budget and an increase in staff,” Scher said. “I
want somewhere in writing (the Honors
Program) will stick with what they said.”
David Carwell, senate member and political science professor, is strongly opposed to
the proposal, and questioned Lasky’s contention that an Honors College, with a dean
instead of a director, will increase recruitment of talented students.
“If we’re losing students because we don’t
have a dean, we should abolish all departments, turn them into colleges and turn
chairs into deans,” Carwell said.
The Faculty Senate decided to wait to vote
on the proposal until Lasky can return and
discuss it further, and the senate can publicize the proposal to gather input from its’

“If we’re losing students
because we don’t have a
dean, we should abolish all
departments, turn them into
colleges and turn chairs into
deans.”
—David Carwell

constituents.
“If there’s overwhelming support for it, I
might change my position as well,” Carwell
said.
In other orders of business, the Faculty
Senate briefly reviewed a copy of the
Illinois Administrative Code regarding

Eastern showing changes submitted by
Blair Lord, vice president for academic
affairs.
Many of the changes involved corrections
on the Board of Trustees regulations. The
Administrative Code requires all BOT meetings to be open, whether off campus or on
campus, in compliance with the Freedom of
Information Act.
The changes make it easier for the public
to speak at BOT meetings.
“Most of this stuff is technical to bring
things up to date with the Freedom of
Information Act,” Lord said. “Changes were
made primarily because the state asked for
updated organization charts.”
A proposal to make the Women’s Studies
Minor a part of the College of Arts and
Humanities was approved, and a request to
drop the convocation affirmation was
approved by the Faculty Senate.
The Faculty Senate meets at 2 p.m. every
Tuesday in Booth Library Conference Room
4440.

IBHE discusses salaries and budgets but took little action
By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

Issues were discussed and reports were
heard, but no significant actions were taken
at Tuesday’s Illinois Board of Higher
Education meeting, said Don Sevener, the
board’s press secretary.
“It wasn’t a particularly newsworthy
meeting,” said Les Hyder, journalism
department chair and Eastern’s representative on the IBHE’s Faculty Advisory Council.
A two-part report on salaries and fringe
benefits at Illinois’ institutions of higher edu-
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Factors including student persistence, institutional practices and the breadth of diversity in Illinois colleges and universities were
included in the item.
“They talked about the trend in students
taking more than four years to complete
degrees and evaluated the factors related to
that,” Hyder said.
The ultimate goal related to this issue was
to increase both the number and the various
backgrounds of students completing
degrees, but the IBHE did not act on it at
Tuesday’s meeting.
“The board wanted more information on

cation was presented, including discussion
of the absence of new funds for salary
increases in fiscal year 2003.
Sevener said, however, the IBHE has not
taken action on faculty salaries yet.
A presentation of Institutional Results
Reports also occurred at the meeting. Four
institutions,
Kennedy-King
College,
University of Illinois at Chicago, University
of St. Francis and Western Illinois
University were the winners of the best
reports, Sevener said.
In addition, the board discussed an item on
student success and degree completion.
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the degree completion item, and discussions
will be completed later,” Sevener said.
Hyder said the IBHE’s Committee on
Affordability will meet tomorrow in Chicago
to assess the impact of the current budget
crunch on students and tuitions.
The next official IBHE meeting to figure
out the budget will be more involved than
the October meetings, Sevener said.
The budget meeting is planned for Dec. 11
in Chicago.
Today’s meeting was held at the
Kishwaukee College Conference Center in
Malta.

Stu’s
Wednesday Night
It’s Back!!!

Ladies Night

$2 Well Drinks
$2 Blue Tail Flies
$3 UV Wine Coolers
Special $1 shots for the Ladies
Sexy Attire Required
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OPINION

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

No reason for name change

Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu

EDITORIAL

Take your
own rules
seriously

Jamie Fetty
News editor
and
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Fetty also is a
junior journalism
major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 or
jefetty@eiu.edu

In an attempt to make the Student Senate members more conscious of the diverse backgrounds
of Eastern students, the senate made a requirement last fall that senate members must go to at
least one culturally diverse event on campus each
semester.
Whether or not the goal is met is kept in check
by the senate’s Diversity Affairs Committee.
The bylaw was passed last fall with much oppo-

Enough things are pointless in
this world without Eastern having
an Honors College.
We have an Honors Program.
The proposer of renaming it the
Honors College said it will be only
that: A name change. Oh, and his
title will change to dean.
Aside from some paint to
change the sign in front of the
building, Eastern will add a fifth
college at no extra cost.
Even if I believed that, I still
don’t see the point. Honors
Program officials think the name
change will draw talented students to Eastern, like the difference of one word will turn Eastern
into Yale for some students.
I spent my junior year of high
school in suburbia, conferring
with fellow nerds on where we
wanted to go to college and why.
Never was the phrase “honors college” or honors anything mentioned, and we were all on the honors track in high school.
But that’s a big difference
between high school honors and
college honors. By and large, most
students don’t have a choice about
which high school they go to.
You’re stuck somewhere, you
make the best of it and sometimes
that means taking honors classes.
The point, I thought, was to get
into college. College itself is the
honors program. Going to a college that has a good overall reputation, as Eastern does, removes
the need for honors anything.
Whether a college has an honors
program is irrelevant to most

“Calling the Honors
Program an Honors
College is mostly a big
headache that
probably won’t change
a whole lot.”
prospective students. Transfer
students like myself would have
to take most or all of their general
education classes over again to
meet the requirements. Other people just don’t care, or want to
focus more on the classes in their
major than some souped-up gen
eds.
And more than a few little birds
have told me that honors classes
are often their easiest, or no more
difficult. Maybe we should be
looking at, oh, results, to see if this
Honors Program is anything that
ought to be drawing anyone.
Calling the Honors Program an
Honors College is mostly a big
headache that probably won’t
change a whole lot. Why is it a
headache? The implications, not
all of them financial, could cause
real problems down the road.
So there are more than 200 people in the Honors Program. Big,
hairy deal. Some majors, like elementary education, have many
more students than that and seem
to be doing okay without cocooning themselves in a name change

and bursting out as the big bad
butterfly of academia.
But what would stop them? Why
not, as some in Faculty Senate
mentioned Tuesday, begin a
College of Political Science?
Maybe I’d like to go to the College
of Journalism, so we could get
more students and I’d have a little
more help around here.
And unless inflation freezes all
around the Honors Program and
they want to stay in a stage of suspended animation forever, it will
cost money. No doubt. And whoever takes over for the current
director when he retires, which he
has spoken of doing, may have a
very different idea of what it
means to be dean of the Honors
College.
If the director of the Honors
Program wants to be a dean so
badly, why not call it the Honors
School? The Graduate School and
the School of Continuing
Education both have deans. And I
doubt a prospective student is
going to lay an egg over the difference between “school” and
“college.”
And if they are, who needs
them.
Enrollment managed to shoot
off the charts this year without an
Honors College. Even if it could
promise results in the form of students dying to get into Eastern,
planners aren’t exactly looking for
another giant enrollment increase
at the moment.
Show some results, Honors
Program, or give it a rest.

sition from senate members, and most members of
the senate waited until the end
of the spring semester to fulfill
the requirement and went to to
the Tunnel of Oppression.
In response to those actions,
the bylaw has been modified
this year, so senate members
must fulfill the requirement
before a certain date.
This semester, the deadline
is Oct. 16.
However, with this deadline
only two weeks away, the
majority of senate members
still have not reached this goal.
If the senate members truly

At issue
The Student
Senate
diversity event
requirement
Our stance
All senate
members
should respect
the diversity
requirement by
fulfilling it in a
timely manner
and not all
attending the
same event.

believe that understanding diversity is an important part of being on the senate, then they should
take their own rules seriously. The senate members
also are supposed to be setting an example for the
rest of the campus by going to the diversity events.
Before the Oct. 16 deadline arrives, there are
many campus activities available to allow the senate members to broaden their horizons.
Not only can senate members go to a meeting of
a minority group such as the Black Student Union
or Eastern’s chapter of the NAACP, but they can
also go to the many events that are taking place

YOUR

for Latino Heritage Month.

Government’s actions appropriate

Seven Latino Heritage activities will take place
in the next two weeks, and senate members
should take advantage of these opportunities to
meet this requirement.
Also, if the senate members want truly diverse
experiences, they should not all attend the same
event, but go to different events and share what
they got out of each. There are enough events on
this campus that no two people should go to the
same event.
The penalty for senate members not meeting
their diversity requirement is equal to missing
one senate meeting. However, they should take
the bylaw more seriously than this penalty
because it reflects poorly on the senate members’
attitudes toward the bylaw.
This year, the senate should prove they do want
to be diverse by going to the events in a timely
fashion.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

TURN:

LETTER

Amber Williams wrote a
column on Sept. 25 discussing
the wrong doings of the
American government in
regards to detaining suspected terrorists. She said the
government is stripping the
rights of suspected terrorist
Jose Padilla for suspicion of
building a dirty bomb and
plotting setting it off.
I agree with Williams on
some of her issues, such as
the right to a fair trial, and
how individuals should not be
prosecuted because of their
Muslim faith. However, I find
her arguments for her case
extremely irrational.
Williams states, “What
makes him (Padilla) different
from anyone else who commits a crime?” I will tell you
what makes him different, and
it is not the fact he is Muslim.

TO

THE

EDITOR

It is because he is suspected of
plotting to kill thousands, possibly millions of people, in
addition to being suspected of
having connections to Al
Quaeda. Just a reminder,
Amber, Al Qaeda is the organization responsible for already
killing 3,000 innocent, lawabiding American citizens.
I do not think the U.S. government is racial profiling.
The fact is, we are at war,
and I expect my government
to detain anyone with suspected links to Al Qaeda, at
home and abroad. If that
means some individuals
detained are innocent, the
American public has to
accept that. Our government
is not 100 percent effective,
and it is inconceivable to
think it is.
Let me close with a little

scenario: If African
American churches were
being bombed, and the Ku
Klux Klan was linked to the
bombings, you would expect
our government to stop,
detain and question any white
males loitering around an
African American church at
night. Both cases are the
same, and our government
has an obligation to protect
the safety of the American
public. Desperate times
sometimes call for desperate
measures. Let us remember,
Al Quaeda is not targeting
our economic, political or mil-

itary facilities or personnel.
They are targeting innocent
American Citizens – that
means you and me. So Amber
says, “We cannot be so scared
of the possibility of future
attacks that we lose track of
the way of life we have come
to cherish.” Well Amber, if
we do not detain individuals
who are suspected of planning to set off a dirty bomb
on American soil, we will not
have a way of life at all, let
alone one to cherish.
Matthew Taylor
senior English major

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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City to change
water plant load
◆ City Council decides to implement new design,
allowing tanks to hold more water for cleaner results
By Maura Possley
CITY EDITOR

S T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Crown the king and queen
Joni Lupo, senior sociology major, casts her vote for homecoming court Tuesday afternoon in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

The city’s new waste water
treatment plant will undergo a
new design to increase its capacity of water with the city council’s approval Tuesday night.
The plant was originally predicted to produce 3.3 million gallons of water per day, but the
council decided to spend up to
$11,000 to create a new design
with contractors Hannum, Wagle
and Cline to increase the plant’s
capacity to 5 million gallons per
day.
The design will enlarge the
pipes between the tanks that hold
the water so more water can flow
through them and produce more
clean water.
The plant is expected to be
completed some time next year,
Mayor Dan Cougill said.
In addition, the council
approved the application to the
state to receive funds for the
state program HOME Single
Family
Owner
Occupied
Rehabilitation
which
allots
money to various cities in Illinois
for families in need of improvement to their homes but do not
make enough income based on
state standards.
For example, a family of four
with an income of less than
$30,000 can qualify to get $24,999
worth of work done on their
home.
The program was created by

the state about 10 years ago and
each year Charleston is allotted
about $200,000 for about 10
homes, Cougill said.
Furthermore, Cougill held an
informational presentation about
amending the city’s enterprise
zone.
The zone, Cougill said, is a
state initiative created about 12
years ago to attract businesses to
certain cities.
There are 93 zones throughout
the state and through the program, Cougill said, businesses
that agree to build in a zone do
not have to pay property taxes to
the city for 10 years.
In addition, materials bought
for the construction of the business will not be charged sales tax
by the state.
Cougill wants to amend the
zone to extend their contract
with the state to continue their
enterprise zone until the year
2020, amending certain areas out
of the zone and new ones in.
Cougill also said he wants to
amend it to include a new state
law that allows the business moving into a county to be eliminated
from sales tax throughout the
state instead of only buying
material in the county the business moves in to.
Also approved by the council
was an ordinance approving final
plans for a Riley Creek housing
subdivision. Cougill said there
will be close to a dozen housing
lots on the property.

“Get Freebies”
*Register to Vote*
T H E PARTY 92.1
and WEIU

Trotter’s Friendly Tavern
Ashmore, IL
•Every Wednesday - Euchre Tournament

will give away freebies if
you register to vote

Starts 6:30 Entry $3

at the University
Bookstore
Thursday 3:00-5:00pm

Thursday - Return of 30¢ Drafts!
Directions: 8 miles East of

Register to vote, grab your freebies,
and make your vote count this

Charleston on 16
1 s t Bar on Right

Wednesday is Ladies Night @

Tan Lines
Chicken Club $3.49
w/ Fries or Onion Rings

DJ’s playing mix of old
and new favorites
Open 11 AM
SFE

SFE SFE SFE SFE SFE

Next to Joey’s, across
from Old Main
345-5666

Tropical Pitchers
& Big Bottles

SFE

SFE

SFE

SFE

The Men of
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Would Like to congratulate

SFE

Kristin Hoff

of Sigma Kappa
on being our newly
elected sweetheart!
SFE

SFE

SFE

SFE SFE SFE SFE SFE

Regular, Power, and
Ultimate beds
Buy a full size bottle of
lotion and tan free
the day.
Ask about group discount
Unlimited Monthly
Specials

SFE

Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF

GIVE IT A TRY
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Experts say crisis
awaits new governor
CHICAGO (AP) — Budget
experts say Illinois state government cuts have not been enough to
close the gap, and the state’s next
governor may face a continuing fiscal crisis.
Dan Long, executive director of
the Illinois Economic and Fiscal
Commission, told the Chicago
Tribune rising bills from health
care providers and other government contractors are higher than
expected. When coupled with revenues coming in some $200 million
short of projections by the administration of Gov. George Ryan, those
bills could lead to a $500 million
deficit next year, Long said.
He predicted that repayment of
$1 billion borrowed to repay debts
this year could drive the deficit
higher during the first year of the
next governor’s administration.
Another $350 could come due in
retirement benefits, including $70
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million in early retirement that
Ryan proposes using to cut payroll.
Both major-party candidates to
replace the governor — Democrat
Rod Blagojevich and Republican
Jim Ryan — have said they can
handle the budget without a new
round of painful cuts and without
hiking income or sales taxes. They
have said they would handle the
problem by cutting waste and
bureaucracy.
“We were just wondering what
world those guys are in,” said state
Rep. Gary Hannig, D-Litchfield,
who acts as budget expert for
Democratic
House
Speaker
Michael Madigan. “They’re in the
political world. We’re in the real
world.”
The governor’s office did not
respond to the new numbers, but
spokesman
Dennis
Culloton
acknowledged that the recent economy hasn’t helped.

New group hopes to give
campus Asians a home
By Jodi Aeschleman
S TA F F W R I T E R

The Rice Bowl, an organization to build relationships among
Asian and Asian American students on Eastern’s campus, had
its first meeting Sept. 12.
Rice Bowl founder and president Krishna Ignalaga, a sophomore political science major,
noted the low population of
Asian and Asian Americans as
the reason for the organization.
“There is a really low percentage of Asians and Asian
Americans that attend Eastern,
and for the students that do
there isn’t an organization for
them to get to know each other,”
Ignalaga said.
Ignalaga is an international
student born in the Philippines
and raised in the Middle East
where there is a strong Asian

Minority kids’ fractures prompt
more suspicion, study says
CHICAGO (AP) — Black and Hispanic children
hospitalized with broken bones suffered in accidents
are far more likely than white youngsters to be
checked for child abuse, a study found.
The findings suggest that some doctors may be
unfairly suspicious of minorities and are overlooking
actual abuse among whites, the researchers said.
“This study is a reminder to be as thorough and
objective as possible in evaluating children with
injuries,” said Dr. Cindy Christian, who led the study
at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia.
The researchers said the findings bolster suspicions that abuse among white children is underdiagnosed. They said it also points to another area of medicine where racial disparities and possible bias may
affect health care.
They did not determine the race of the doctors
involved, but they said they suspect that many were
white and that the doctors’ biases probably played a
role in the findings.

“All of us have personal biases,” Christian said. “It’s
human nature not to be able to see something negative
in a person or group of people who are like you.”
The findings were published in Wednesday’s
Journal of the American Medical Association.
The study involved 388 children under 3 who were
treated for skull, arm or leg fractures at the
Philadelphia hospital between 1994 and 2000. Two
child-abuse experts reviewed the injuries and determined which ones were accidental and which were
caused by abuse.
Minority children 1 year old and up with accidental
injuries were over three times more likely to be
reported to authorities for suspected abuse.
They were also more likely to be subjected to a
detailed type of X-ray often ordered when abuse is
suspected.
Whether child abuse is more common among black
and Hispanic children than among whites is uncertain; studies have had conflicting results.

community.
“Coming from that environment to Eastern was a bit of a
culture shock. There isn’t an
Asian community that I was
used to,” Ignalaga said.
For the next meeting, which
is tentatively scheduled for
Thursday, a pot-luck meal is
planned
where
everyone
brings one dish, preferably of
Asian origin.
Currently the group has
about 10 to 15 members and is
looking to recruit more.
To become a member of the
group you do not have to be of
Asian decent. People of all races
and cultures are welcome to
join.
The Rice Bowl, which is not
the group’s permanent name, is
aiming to have their meetings on
Thursday evenings. The meeting
place has not been established

Farmers:

Worm-ridden crops
have to be shipped out,
used in other ways

“Coming from (the
Middle East) to
Eastern was a bit of a
culture shock. There
isn’t an Asian community that I was used to.
—Krishna Ignalaga
yet, but flyers will be posted to
inform students.
“Asians and Asian Americans
should join to meet other people
and to know that they are not
alone here,” Iganalaga said.
For more information about
becoming a member of The Rice
Bowl, contact Ignalaga at 5812165.

“You just have to to be
lucky about where rain
fell.”
—Mark Phelan

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

using it for feed or gasoline
because it is unsuitable for use as
food. This means they may have
to pay to have it shipped elsewhere in order for it to be used.
These added expenses could be
a problem for farmers this year.
“A lot of farmers have been
getting government support, but
with prices (for crops) being better than they have been, they will
receive less government support
even if they have a lower yield,”
Bowman said. “This means that
they won’t have as good of an
income as in normal years.”
However, that may not affect
the economy right away.

Phelan said farmers make up
only two percent of the U.S. population, so it will take a while for
the problems to impact the general economy.
“It starts with the farmers and
then trickles down slowly,”
Phelan said.
Although yield will be down
for many area farmers, there are
also those farmers that will get to
see an average yield because of
the spottiness of the rain.
“One field might be average
and the one next to it will only
have half of the normal yield,”
Phelan said. “You just have to be
lucky about where the rain
fell.”

H OMECOMING
G UIDE
Purchase a 2x4 on Oct 11
in the Homecoming Guide
and receive
2 FREE INCHES
to use the following week.

Call your Ad Rep
TODAY
(Space is Limited)

581-2816
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Pumpkins show form,
heat thins state crops

dent trustees voting privileges.
Stowe did not think Rose would
discuss his personal platforms,
but the election in general.
Rose grew up in Charleston and
now lives in Mahomet. He is running against Democrat John
Hayden of Mattoon.

near Alto Pass in far southern
Illinois. He said finding them has
been difficult, however.
“The man I buy them from said
they’re just harder to find this
year,” said Sirles, as he surveyed
his first shipment of the season at
his open-air loading dock. He got
about half the load he usually does
this time of year, he said.
Grower Jim Eckert said there
may be small problems with the
crop, but nothing too serious.
“There probably is a reduction
in number and size this year,” he
said, “but pumpkins are hardy
plants in dry weather. There are
plenty of them to go around.”
Terry Boyd said consumers will
find the market for pumpkins different across the state, since size
and shape greatly depend on when
the crop was planted. If pollination
four weeks after planting happens
during a severe heat wave, the
yield will be lower, he said.
J.T. Bandy of Johnston City hasn’t noticed anything different
about this year’s crop. The pumpkins he sells are as round as ever,
and plentiful enough that he
opened his patch for school groups
a week early.
“I don’t know why I ended up
with the crop I did,” he said. “But
these guys look great!”

The Men of Sigma Phi Epsilon
would like to thank

Alison Swango
of Alpha Gamma Delta
for being a wonderful
sweetheart.
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HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY
Every Wednesday

50¢

MOOSE & KRISTIN
LOVE THE STU’S CREW
SSS

SSS

SSS

Rolling
Rock
12oz Drafts

$2 UV
Shot Menu
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Christy

Lauren Miller
Christy Olsynski
Angela Rojas
Renee Shephard
Nichole Sweeney

• SSS

SSS

• SSS

SSS

Julie Hohrein
Erin Hurley
Erin Keefe
Melanie

• SSS

SSS

Amy Bicknell
Jessica Clifton
Courtney Day
Breanne

• SSS

Sarah Anderson
Aimee Bohrer
Melanie Cline
Melissa Ellison
Engelking
Danielle Herman
Katie Hopkins
Bethany Jindra
Lauren Kluge
Kostecki
Leann Mack
Malinski
Nicole Mase
Stephanie Mirocha
Jennifer Riegle
Michelle Romine
Deven Shannon

• SSS

Sigma Sigma Sigma
would like to proudly announce
our

SSS

•

Chapin Rose, Republican candidate for state representative, will
visit Eastern Wednesday to speak
to a class about voting, campaigning and elections.

Rose
will
visit
Lynea
Magnuson’s history class at 1 p.m.
in Coleman 2532, said Luke Stowe,
Rose’s campaign manager.
Rose said he ran against
Magnuson for student trustee at
the University of Illinois. He
helped pass a law that gave stu-

• SSS

NEWS EDITOR

• SSS

By Jamie Fetty

• SSS

Candidate to visit history class

• SSS

Jil Gates, a junior elementary education major, studies in her swimming pool outside of Pemberton Hall
Tuesday afternoon.

SSS

Pool party study hour

∑

COLIN MCAULIFFE / PHOTO EDITOR

ANNA, Ill. (AP) — They might
be a bit taller and thinner than
usual or hard to find in some
areas, but growers say this year’s
pumpkins are looking good compared to some of the state’s other
drought-weary crops.
“I’m just happy to have them at
all,” Terry Boyd said Tuesday at
his pumpkin patch and orchard
near this southern Illinois city.
Crop yields across the state are
thin this season for apples, as well
as corn, soybeans and other vegetation hit by heavy spring rains
and a long, hot summer. Boyd is
throwing away up to 70 percent of
the apples he picks from his trees,
as other growers are across the
state.
And although some say the
uncooperative weather has made
pumpkins a bit taller and thinner
than usual — as well as scarce, in
some cases — they’re doing well
compared to other crops.
But thin is in.
“Most years you get pretty,
round pumpkins,” said Diane
Stuckmeyer of Stuckmeyer’s
Plants and Produce near Waterloo.
“This year, we’re getting more tall
and thin ones,” she said. Same at
Eckert Orchards in Belleville.
Wayne “Ren” Sirles doesn’t
grow pumpkins at his orchard

SSS

SSS

SSS
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For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
___________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003
LEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE
345-1266 OR 346-3161.
___________________________00
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm.
apt. very close to campus, low
utilities, 10 month lease. 3455048.
___________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 345-6533.
___________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3
BR UNF. APT W/ STOVE,
REFRIG,
DISHWASHER,
MICROWAVE,
CATHEDRAL
CEILING, INDIV. SINK/VANITY
IN
EACH
ROOM,
WATER/TRASH PD. 348-7746
___________________________00
5 BEDROOM HOUSE 1 BLOCK
FROM OLD MAIN-2 BATH LIVING
ROOM,
DINING
ROOM,
KITCHEN, STOVE, REFRIG.1520
9th ST. PH. 348-7746
___________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments available IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMESTER, or select your apartment
NOW for fall 2003! LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE offers lots of
space, swimming pool, volleyball
court, walk to campus. Located
across from Carman Hall. 3456000
___________________________00

FOR

SALE

1986 Caprise Classic 190k miles.
Runs good. Cheap wheels. For
only $450. Call 345-2640.
__________________________10/7

SUBLESSORS
SUBLESSOR WANTED immediately or spring semester, 4
BR house, 1st street, own
room, w/d, 1 1/2 baths, ac,
dishwasher,
big/spacious,
driveway, $250/mo. Contact
Michelle 581-6568
__________________________10/2

The Daily Eastern News
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30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

1 BR newer apt. 1 1/2 blocks
north of Old Main. $355/mo + util.
Sublease
Jan-Aug.
Call
217.512.9668
_________________________10/10

Attention Spring Breakers: It’s
Free in 2003. 2 Free Trips/Free
Parties
w/MTV.
Hottest
Destinations @ Lowest Prices.
Featured on MTV, Jerry Springer,
MSNBC & Travel Channel. Most
Reliable Company. www.sunsplashtours.com 1.800.426.7710
_________________________11/1
16 Years-One Spring Break
Destination-One Company! Travel
with BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS, the
most successful Acapulco Spring
Break company ever, & you will
never want to use a different
Spring Break company again!
Sign up by Nov. 1 & get over $100
in food & merchandise FREE.
800.875.4525.
www.bianchirossi.com. Travel FREE-ask how!!
_________________________11/1
SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel With
STS Americas #1 Student Tour
Operator. Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or Florida.
Sell Trips Earn Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations. 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
_________________________11/1
****ACT FAST!! Save $$$, Get
Spring Break Discounts! 1.888
THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578 dept
2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16
***ACT NOW!!! Guarantee the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardi Gras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed, Earn
$$$$. Group Discounts for 6+.
1.888.THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578
dept 2626) www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties
& Meals! 1.800.234.7007 endlesssummertours.com
_________________________12/16

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Charm bracelet, very
meaningful.
Lost
Saturday
September 28 around or in Stix. If
found please call 345-0833.
_________________________10/8

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SALE AT JUST SPENCE’S 1148
6TH.
COOL
T-SHIRTS-$3.
JEANS-$4/PAIR, WHILE THEY
LAST. EVERYTHING ELSE 30%
OFF. OPEN TUES-SAT 1:30-5.
345.1469
_________________________10/3
WE’LL MEET YOUR HALLOWEEN NEEDS, COME IN TO
JUST SPENCE’S AND KRIS AND
LINDA WILL HELP YOU!!
_________________________10/3
AT JUST SPENCE’S: BARN
DANCE DUDS AVAILABLE FOR
YOU DUDES. DROP BY!!
_________________________10/3
USA Spring Break Presents
Spring Break 2003. Campus
Reps Wanted. Earn 2 free trips
for
15
people.
Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica,
Acapulco, South Padre and
Florida. Call Toll Free 1-877460-6077.
www.usaspringbreak.com.
_________________________10/4
FRATERNITIES-SORORITIESCLUBS-STUDENT GROUPS:
Student Organizations can
earn $500-1000 with an easy
three hour fundraising event.
No sales required. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call
today!
Contact
Campus
Information
Services
at
1.800.375.5701
_________________________10/4
10000+ COSTUMES
for
Halloween, Theme Parties &
Parades- Reserve yours now!
GRAND BALL- 609 Sixth,
Charleston. 345-2617.
_________________________10/4
Yoga, Step Aerobics, Ballet, Tap,
Jazz & Modern-for children, teens
& adults. Jacqueline Bennett
Dance Center 345.7182
_________________________10/10

32Writers’ references
35Capsular,
biologically
39CARE packages, say
40Emotionally
burned out
42Prefix with
meter
43Show shame
45Grid official
47Play for a
sap
48___ nous
49One teaspoon,
maybe
52Natural skyline former
54Unwanted
cyber-ads
58Most villainous
60Rubout
62Not just sip
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Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADVE TI SE
R

63Blow it
65Fail miserably
66___ wrench
67Brother of
Larry and
Curly
68Everything,
to Einstein
69In sorry
shape
70Landscaper’s
supply
71Ebbets Field
hero

DE N

IN THE

A D V E RT I S E !

CAMPUS

CLIPS

EIU ASTRONOMY CLUB: Going to see new observatory tonight at
6pm. Meet in Physical Science room 2437. Don’t have to be an astronomy major to come.
BOTANY CLUB: Meeting tonight at 7pm in the Life Science Building
room 2040. Diane Cole will be giving a lecture on Tallgrass Prairie.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY. Student Bible Study
tonight, 8 PM at Immanuel Christian Life Center. Come learn about
God’s love for you as we study, “Beloved Heroes of Faith.” Join us for
study, fellowship & refreshments.
STUDENTS ON HAND Meeting tonight, 7pm, 2120 Coleman. Come
join us to discuss upcoming events. New members invited!
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE Wednesday Night Bible Study on 10-2
at 7 pm at the Christian Campus House.

Edited by Will Shortz

DOWN
1Yellowfin and
bluefin
2“___ Mio”
3Loving
motion
4Lead ores
5“Break ___!”
61957 Marlon
Brando film
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE 7“The loneliest number”
8Screw-up
9Off the mark
10Gives power
to
11With 19Across,
flashy display
12Former ABC
sitcom
13On the ball
21Many 12/26
store visitors
S
E
S
S
I
L
E

Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:

ACROSS

1 Kingdom
east of Fiji
6Sea plea
9“If I ___ rich
man …”
14Like some
suspects
15Doll’s name
16Summing up
17Hose part
18Roll call call
19See 11Down
20Faster than
moderato
22Not so vigorous
24Spotted
25“This ___”
(carton label)
27Carnival follower
28“___ Is Born”
30Tick off

W
I
D
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P
I R
C Y
E D
N E
T R
E
R A
F
A
R

Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Crossword

O S
N N
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F
D U
R
I
L
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E N
D G
E
R R
O E
O D

Classified ad form

SUBLESSORS

T
U
N
A
S

Newly remodeled 2 bdrm apt.
Stove, refrigerator included.
Washer and dryer hook up. $450
per month. 345-2467.
_________________________10/4
Extremely nice Large 3 bedrm, 2
bathroom house. washer/dryer
included. Available December.
Close to Campus 345-9267
_________________________10/22
Available now! Large 1 or 2 BR
Apt. off Charleston Square.
$495/mo includes heat, water,
trash pickup, appliances and
laundry room. No pets. 3452617
_________________________10/31
3 BR Apt, New kitchen with
dishwasher, microwave, cent
air, laundry, very nice. No pets.
345.7286
_________________________00
2 BR apt, furn/unfurn, nice, Great
location, all elec. A/C. No pets.
345.7286
_________________________00

RENT

T H
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R E

RENT

GET THE BEST BEFORE THE
REST. 2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO
EIU. IF YOU WANT A NICE, NEW,
AND CLEAN APARTMENT FOR
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR CALL 3481067
___________________________00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS 1611
9th St. Unexpected vacancy as of
Oct. 1, 2002. 1 block east of Old
Main, 2 BR apt. completely furnished, heat, garbage, off-street
parking included. Lease rest of
school year. Call 345.7136
___________________________00
Near campus, adorable. 4 bedroom house, 10 month lease,
available
immediately.
Washer/dryer, off street parking.
348-0712
___________________________00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash. Dave
345-2171 9-11am
___________________________00
No more waiting in line for the
bathroom. New 3 & 4 BR, 2 bath
large apts. DSL Internet, W/D
included.
$225-$250/person.
348-1067.
___________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR furnished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo.
on the corner, 111 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
___________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $280/PERSON. FURNISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
DSL/ETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022
___________________________00
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. W/D, water
and trash included. $225 each, 3
people. Available June 1st. Not
close to campus. 232-0656.
___________________________00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS LOCATED NEXT TO THE
BUZZARD BUILDING. RECENTLY RECARPETED. FOR LEASING
INFORMATION CALL 348-0157
OR 581-3681 or www.lanmanproperties.com.
___________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN COMPLEX. TRASH PD. 1305 18th ST.
$395 MO. SINGLE/ $460 2
ADULTS. PH 348-7746.
___________________________00
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Delivery Driver needed. Day ShiftApply in person at China 88- 1140
Lincoln Avenue
__________________________10/2
Local Janitorial service looking for
motivated person(s). Leadership
abilities appreciated. Team player,
morning shift Call Peggy or Kira
217-345-6757
_________________________10/3
Get great campaign experience!! Help an EIU graduate &
local democratic state rep
candidate get elected. For
more information, call John
Robeson at 348.0877
_________________________10/4
Bartender
trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions.
1-800-293-3985
ext. 539
_________________________10/22
Searching for a Job that Works
Around
Your
Class
Schedule??? RUFFALO CODY
in partnership with WESTAFF
have immediate long term
customer service/inside sales
positions available. We offer:
Flexible
Scheduling,
A
Fun/Professional Atmosphere,
Paid Training, Competitive
Starting Salary. Call Now!!!
345.1303
WESTAFF
eoe
m/f/h/v
_________________________00
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43
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50

41
45
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48
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58

52
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56
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46

53

54
60
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44
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39

49
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64
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Puzzle by Joel Kaplow

23Focal point
26By no means
poured
29Things to
crack
31Actress
Winona
32Old-time
punishment
need
33Get a move
on
34Announcer
Hall
36Aunt Polly’s
nephew
37Cretan peak
38Bamboozle

41Didn’t go
away
44Fought it out,
in Britain
46Permanently
attached, to
a zoologist
49Painter of
ballerinas
50Fertilization
site
51Steakhouse
sound
53Agenda
entries
55This is one

56Van Gogh’s
“Bedroom at
___”
57Reagan
attorney general
59Chooser’s
start
61Off yonder
64Kanga’s kid
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Iraq agrees to U.N. inspections, but no surprises
VIENNA, Austria (AP) — U.N. inspectors
reached agreement with Iraq on Tuesday
about a new mission to reassess Saddam
Hussein’s alleged arsenal of weapons of
mass destruction. Iraq said it expected an
advance party in Baghdad in two weeks.
The Iraqis did not, however, bend to
growing pressure from the United States
and Britain to open Saddam Hussein’s
palaces and other so-called presidential
sites to surprise inspections, which were
banned under an agreement negotiated
between Iraq and U.N. Secretary-General
Kofi Annan in 1998. The United States and
other Security Council members agreed to
the deal at the time.
“The Iraqi representatives declared that
Iraq accepts all the rights of inspection provided for in all the relevant Security
Council resolutions,” chief inspector Hans
Blix told reporters. “There is a willingness
to accept inspections that has not existed
before.”
In what was seen as a concession by Iraq,
the talks resulted in “assurances from the
Iraqis that we will have unconditional
access to all sites,” except the presidential
sites, said Mohamed ElBaradei, director
general of the Vienna-based Atomic Energy
Agency, where the talks were held.

Although that information was not yet
analyzed, it would provide important clues
about Iraqi weapons activity, he said.
Blix was asked if the results of the twoday meeting were a rebuff to the United
States and its ally, Britain.
The chief inspector said he would not be
so “presumptuous” as to rebuff anyone and
that he would report in “all humility” to the
Security Council Thursday.
Once Blix reports, the council would
have to decide on the inspectors’ return and
probably will be faced with a vote on a
tough, new U.S.-British resolution.
But Russia, China and France, the three
other permanent members of the Security
Council with veto power, oppose issuing
threats before inspectors can test Iraq’s
sincerity.
French Foreign Minister Dominique de
Villepin said Monday that France was still
interested in a first resolution demanding a
return to inspections, followed by a second
resolution threatening military action if
Iraq fails to comply.
British Prime Minister Tony Blair issued
a strong statement Tuesday backing the
United States.
“Let us lay down the ultimatum. Let
Saddam comply with the will of the U.N.,”

In addition to the presidential sites,
Baghdad had previously put a number of
other locations off-limits to surprise visits,
including the headquarters of the Republic
Guard and Defense Ministry.
The United States says all sites must be
open to inspections on demand and wants
the United Nations to adopt a new resolution outlining that position as well as the
approval of military action if Saddam does
not comply.
The Iraqi chief negotiator, Gen. Amir alSadi, said the issue of surprise inspections
of Saddam’s palaces and other presidential
sites was “not a subject on the agenda.”
“Quite honestly I don’t understand why it
is so critical,” al-Sadi said.
Immediately after the Vienna agreement
was announced, the State Department said
any inspections should be deferred until
the Security Council adopts a new resolution.
However, spokesman Richard Boucher
said the Bush administration had no objection to inspectors making arrangements in
advance.
As promised, the Iraqis handed over four
CDs containing a backlog of monitoring
reports for suspect sites and items, spanning June 1998 to July 2002, Blix said.

Blair said in a tough speech to a convention
of his governing Labor Party.
“If we lose our collective will to deal with
it, we will lose the authority not of the
United States or of Britain, but of the
United Nations,” Blair said.
At a regular weekly Cabinet meeting led
by Saddam in Baghdad, senior Iraqi officials discussed the American efforts
toward a new resolution.
“If those evil people think that the war
drums that are beating can force Iraq to
give up its national rights, its rights according to the U.N. charter and to the (past)
Security Council resolutions, they are
under an illusion,” Iraqi TV quoted the
unidentified spokesman as saying after the
meeting.
Nearly four years ago, inspectors withdrew from Iraq on the eve of U.S.-British
airstrikes amid allegations that Baghdad
was not cooperating with the teams.
By the end of the 1991 Gulf War, IAEA
assessments indicated Saddam was six
months away from building an atomic
bomb. Inspectors discovered the oil-rich
nation had imported thousands of pounds of
uranium, some of which was already
refined for weapons use, and had considered two types of nuclear delivery system.

Frustrated Brazilians ready to elect leftist president
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil (AP) — He was
a shoeshine boy, peanut vendor and lathe
operator. He lost his little finger in a
machine press. Unable to afford private
health care, he lost his first wife in childbirth.
Now Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva, left-wing
union leader and three-time election loser,
could be poised to become Brazil’s next
president.
After decades of boom and bust, military
dictators and elected plutocrats, a victory
for Lula in elections Sunday could mean
yet another radical departure for a nation
of 175 million people forever looking impatiently to the future.
For weeks, polls have given him more
than 40 percent of the vote, to 20 percent
for his closest rival, government-backed
candidate Jose Serra.
“He represents the rupture, the new, the

computers, even missiles. The Space
Research Institute is building orbital satellites with China, and Brazilian scientists
are at the forefront of research to map the
genetic structure of disease-causing organisms.
Even God is Brazilian, people like to say.
But Brazil has never quite made it to the
table of developed nations. It remains a
land of staggering inequalities, luxury and
misery, “Belindia” — Belgium and India, in
the term coined by economist Edmar
Bacha.
In the 1950s, President Juscelino
Kubitschek seized the country by the
scruff of its young neck and thrust it
toward the future. With the slogan of “fifty
years in five,” he built highways, industries and the new capital of Brasilia on the
red clay of the nation’s heartland.
But a 1964 military coup crushed democracy and silenced a generation. After th e

little people, those who came up from the
bottom,” said Catholic theologian Leonardo
Boff, a founder of the leftist doctrine
known as Liberation Theology.
Lula, 56, has tapped the frustration of
Brazilians at their country’s failure to meet
expectations, a potential that was evident
even to the first Portuguese explorers.
“The land itself is ... so generous that,
wishing to exploit it, everything will it
yield,” wrote Pero Vaz de Caminha, the
scribe of the first expedition on April 22,
1500.
Brazilians are proud of the diversity and
sheer size of their country, sprawled over
an area nearly as big as the United States.
They’re quick to reel off superlatives: the
world’s biggest wilderness, river (in volume), hydroelectric dam and soccer stadium; the most iron, cattle and coffee; the
best carnival, the most soccer World Cups.
Factories churn out jet planes, cars,

boom years of the “Brazilian miracle,” the
country went bankrupt in the 1980s.
When Brazilians finally were allowed to
vote again in 1989, they elected self-styled
corruption fighter Fernando Collor de
Mello — then impeached him for corruption three years later.
President Fernando Henrique Cardoso
also was hailed as a savior when his economic plan successfully curbed quadrupledigit inflation. Brazil elected him in 1994
and again in 1998, but his popularity waned
as the economy slumped along with unpopular budget cuts.
“Things have to change,” said popular
cartoonist Ziraldo ”‘They’ have been in
charge for 500 years and haven’t resolved
things. It’s time for Lula.”
This sense of needing a savior was evident during the election campaign, when
all four leading candidates laid aside their
differences and paid tribute to Kubitschek.

Protagonists meet Hurricane Lili kills seven in Caribbean
to reflect, learn
from missile crisis
HAVANA (AP) — Former Defense Secretary Robert
McNamara is among American protagonists expected at a
conference in Cuba this month marking the 40th anniversary of the missile crisis that brought the world to the brink
of nuclear war.
Also attending the conference, which will focus on
Cuba’s role in the crisis, will be Arthur Schlesinger Jr., former special aide to President John F. Kennedy, Cuban
organizers said Tuesday.
“This was the most dramatic episode of the Cold War,
and perhaps of all contemporary history,” said Cuban Vice
President Jose Ramon Fernandez, a key organizer.
Fernandez said he hoped the academic conference bringing together American, Cuban and former Soviet protagonists would evolve in “a cordial spirit of analysis, without
tensions, insults or hatred.”
The conference’s aim is to shed light on events leading
up to the crisis, which peaked when the United States
learned there were Soviet nuclear missiles on Cuba — an
island just 90 miles from the United States.
Following several tense days of negotiations with
Washington, Nikita Khruschev withdrew the weapons
without consulting with Havana — a move that enraged
Fidel Castro’s government.
Former presidential speech writers Richard Goodwin
and Ted Sorensen, and then-CIA analyst Dino Brugioni, will
also take part, said Fernandez. He said Castro is among the
Cuban protagonists invited to participate.
Also taking part in the Oct. 11-13 event will be a number
of Soviet military officials, Fernandez said. There will be
two days of seminars and a day of visits to sites related to
the crisis, including a former missile silo in the western
state of Pinar del Rio.
The nonprofit, non-governmental National Security
Archive at George Washington University also has been
invited. The international affairs research institute maintains an extensive archive on declassified U.S. government
documents.
Fernandez said the Cuban government will release a
number of formerly classified documents on the crisis in
conjunction with the conference.
During a similar conference on the Bay of Pigs last year,
Cuban organizers worked with National Security Archive
directors to release a wealth of U.S. and Cuban documents
on the unsuccessful CIA-backed invasion attempt.

HAVANA (AP) — Hurricane Lili
strengthened as it roared across western Cuba on Tuesday, forcing thousands from their homes as emergency
workers across the Caribbean grappled with the damage it left in its wake.
The storm killed seven people in
Jamaica and St. Vincent.
Lili was upgraded to a Category 2
hurricane when its winds increased to
nearly 100 mph as it whipped across
Cuba and began taking aim for Gulf of
Mexico and the U.S. Gulf coast.
Forecasters put it near the Texas or
Louisiana coast by Thursday and said
sustained winds were likely to
strengthen.
Category 2 storms have winds above

DOONESBURY

MOTHER

96 mph and can rip boats from their
moorings and prompt serious flooding
and wind damage. Government television showed images of high winds
whipping the leaves of towering palms
on the Isle of Youth, but authorities
said there were no casualties and no
immediate reports of major damage.
Western Cuba will continue to feel
heavy rains and strong storm surges
until Wednesday,” said Martin Nelson,
lead forecaster at the U.S. National
Hurricane Center in Miami. “But by
the time the storm gets to the United
States, it will be stronger and it will
pack a bigger storm surge.”
At 2 p.m. EDT, the eye of the storm
was crossing the southernmost part of

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

GOOSE

&

GRIM

BY MIKE PETERS

Cuba, about 135 miles southwest of
Havana.
Hurricane force winds extended 25
miles and tropical storm force winds
another 140 miles. Lili, the fourth hurricane this year, was moving northwest at about 14 mph.
In New Orleans, authorities were
discussing possible evacuation plans
while coastal residents boarded up and
sandbagged homes, stocked up on food
and storm supplies and cleaned up
debris from the damage caused last
week by Tropical Storm Isidore.
Officials said nearly 30,000 people
fled to government shelters and more
than 100,000 took refuge in safer
areas.
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MEN’S

SOCCER

Panthers ride momentum into MVC season
◆ Eastern earns ranking for first time in two years
By Andy Panici
S TA F F W R I T E R

Heading into conference play,
the men’s soccer team will face
four Missouri Valley Conference
teams
previously
nationally
ranked in the top 25 by the National
Soccer Coaches Association of
America.
Among the top five the Panthers
will compete against is No. 5
Southern Methodist University.
The Mustangs are behind top
schools St. John’s, Stanford, Wake
Forest and Indiana. SMU has
allowed only three goals in their
last six wins. They will open up the
conference season at home against
Southwest Missouri State.
Bradley University slated a spot
in the top ten thanks to a 10-game
winning streak. Bradley’s 8-0-2
record is the longest unbeaten
streak in Brave’s history and posts
the best record in 16 years.
In the top 25, Crieghton
University’s head coach Bob
Warming comes into his seventh
season with an 88-30-9 (.728)
record. Creighton slithered by on a
game winning goal with two seconds left to overcome the Panthers
in last year’s season opener.
Despite the more competitive
conference teams, Eastern’s head
coach Adam Howarth is confident
in his team’s ability to perform
well.
“I just want them to continue
what they started,” Howarth said.
Last week, for the first time in
two years, NSCAA slotted Eastern
in a 10th place tie in regional rank-

MEN’S

ings. The Panthers are coming off
an 8-0 win going into Wednesday’s
game
against
Saint
Louis.
Freshman Ryan Eames and the
rest of the Panther team accumulated their second shut-out win of
the year.
“Its time for everyone to step up
their game because this is where it
matters,” Eames said.
A week from his first collegiate
conference game, Eames has 44
saves in eight games.
On the offensive side, Eastern
packs an explosive group of athletes. Freshman Jimmy Klatter
has shown ability with two game
winning goals on the season.
“As each game goes on we get
more confident and I think that
confidence will be shown out on
the field,” Klatter said. “If we play
with the composure and passion
like last week, teams will have to
respect us.”
Klatter also has several multigoal games for the season.
Klatter's
predecessor
Jason
Thompson tied his own school
record by scoring six goals in a
game.
Thompson moved into fourth
among Eastern's’ all-time goal
scoring leaders with 36.
Howarth said he wants to finish
the season in at least the top four.
The Panthers will have to out score
Tulsa, scheduled Homecoming
weekend. Tulsa also ranks among
the top MVC teams. Tulsa shocked
the No. 1 team in the nation,
Stanford, with back-to-back goals
in the second half to win 2-1 last
week.

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Eastern senior Ben York (No. 13) leads an experienced group of Eastern defenders that shut out Illinois-Chicago
Sunday 8-0 at Lakeside Field.

GOLF

Eastern golfers start season with positive results
By Aaron Seidlitz
STAFF WRITER

The men’s golf team may just be forcing
themselves into the spotlight as they have
started to put in some consistent finishes at
tough tournaments. While the golf team has
gone unnoticed, they have won their first
tournament of the year at the Harris
Invitational and put in some other solid
efforts.
After its first win of the season at the
Harris Invitational, the team took a step
back as it finished seventh at the Weibring
Invitational. The invitational, held at Illinois
State, proved to be a test as Eastern competed against some very strong teams such as
Illinois State and Southwest Missouri. They
also battled through some tough conditions
at Illinois State to post some good scores.
While the team’s finish was somewhat dis-
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appointing, the overall effort displayed by
the team was a positive sign.
“We were pleased with the showing at ISU
because we played through some difficult
conditions and we still didn’t shoot all that
bad,” senior Matt Holmes said. “At the
Harris Invitational we came out on fire, but
at the Weibring Intercollegiate different
people posted good scores in different
rounds.”
Even though the two senior leaders,
Holmes and Dave Rella, didn’t shoot as low
as they as they did at the Harris Invitational,
a solid effort came from sophomore Ryan
Lambert. Shooting a five over par 218 for
the tournament. Lambert placed the lowest
score of the tournament for the Panthers.
However, Holmes provided a bright spot by
placing the single round low score of 70.
Lambert has played reliably through the
first three tournaments this season, and has

Angela Rojas
Renee SSS
SSS

proved to be a pleasant surprise for Eastern
this year. Even though he is young Eastern
is counting on him to play stable golf
throughout the season.
“He played OK at DePaul but he is only a
sophomore. He has been very consistent; we
know that if the leaders shoot higher than
usual he can place a solid score and keep us
in the tournament,” Holmes said.
After the disappointing effort at the
Weibring, the Panthers proved that they
were still going to be a force this season by
finishing third at the DePaul Invitational.
Held at Prairie Landing Golf Course,
Eastern finished third behind Memphis and
the host Blue-Demons.
“While Memphis was untouchable, we
could have made some more puts and put the
pressure on DePaul,” Holmes said. “We felt
that we could have caught them had we
made more of a move.”

This showing against some solid competition from Conference USA confirmed that
the Panthers are a compelling team this season. Through the two senior leaders, Rella
and Holmes, this could be the season that
Eastern golf takes off. The team has gained
some momentum with their solid finish at
DePaul and hope to make that momentum
carry over into future success.
The team will be going to the Hillman
Robbins Memorial in Millington, Tenn. The
tournament will be hosted by Memphis as
Eastern will face more Conference USA
competition.
After that Eastern will host the Ironhorse
Intercollegiate in Tuscola, Ill. Both of these
tournaments will be instrumental as Eastern
heads toward the conference tournament.
The upcoming tournament in Memphis will
serve as a gauge for the Panthers as they try
to see where they stand.

Customer
Ap Day on
preciati
75¢
Bud,
Bud
Light
75¢
Bottles
Bottles

Lunch Specials: Chicken Wrap, Fries and Draft $2.99

Hap piness
felt in th is truly
e heart

20% OFF D INNER
B UFFET W / STUDENT
I.D.
So call China 88 and
have your Asian
Cusine delivered
right to your door.
ASK ABOUT OUR
DINNER SPECIALS

348-1232
Sun-Thu 11-9, Fri-Sat 11-10

SOUTH OF
THE
BORDER
$2 ~ Corona, XX,
Tequila shots
$1~ Well Drinks

1/2
PRICE KILLER
NACHOS
Every Wednesday

Appreciation
Day

FREE

Hot Hors
6 pm-9 pm
Premium U-Call Its
$2.50

AT
Wednesday Night

$1.50 Stoli’s All Flavors
$1 Rolling Rock Bottles

Spades Tournament
$5 Entry Fee
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VOLLEYBALL

Momma, I’m coming home
◆ Freshman outside hitter and Missouri native, Schuette, returns home to play Saint Louis
By Matthew Stevens
S TA F F W R I T E R

Matchup breakdown

As the Eastern volleyball team
travels to the Gateway to the West,
one Eastern player will consider this
an extra home game.
Saint Charles, Mo. native Laura
Schuette will be playing 30 minutes
from her hometown Wednesday when
the Billikens of Saint Louis (10-6, 1-0)
will host Eastern (6-10, 1-3).
“The Chicago girls got to go home
and be with friends, now it’s my turn
and I’m really excited about playing
in St. Louis,” said Schuette.
The Eastern players have been having fun with the freshman outside hitter because she will have a crowd of
supporters.
“We have been teasing her a little
bit by asking her how many people
will be there,” head coach Brenda
Winkeler said.
“All my high school teammates and
the girls from my club team will be
there to cheer me on,” Schuette said.
The Panthers should hope that the
freshman would be inspired to play in
front of friends and family.
“It will be great for Laura because
people are either too nervous or play
inspired volleyball in front of mom
and dad,” Winkeler said.
“I don’t think that I’ll be nervous

Eastern
Panthers

at

(6-10)

Saint Louis
Billikens
(10-6)

W H E N : 7 p.m.
W H E R E : St. Louis, Mo.
P L AY E R S T O WAT C H :

For Eastern
◆ Sophomore outside hitter Erica Gerth
leads the team with 3.65 kills per game.
◆ Freshman outside hitter Laura Schuette
returns home to Missouri; she is averaging
1.03 digs per game.

For Saint Louis
◆ Senior middle hitter Colleen Hunter has
averages over 5 five kills a game with 5.03.
◆ Freshman outside hitter Mega Sorich is
leading the team with 23 service aces.

because they have seen me play well
and I have a job to do when I get in the
game,” Schuette said.
Eastern has lost seven of its last
eight matches and are looking to earn
its first road win this season.
“I think that our freshmen haven’t
adjusted to the different environment
that each school presents,” Winkeler
said. “Morehead State plays loud rock
music in between points and the girls

couldn’t get adjusted to that at all,”
Eastern will have to find a way to
stop Colleen Hunter who averages
over 20 kills a match and earned 31
kills in a five-game win at Tulane.
“She has the ability to single-handedly take over a match with her
amount of kills,” said Winkeler.
Panther fans can be encouraged by
the fact that Eastern may play more
effective defense with Megan
Kennedy matching up against Hunter
and the team will try to do more
things offensively.
“We’ve decided to match Megan
Kennedy up on Hunter because she
has been great with her blocking this
year,” Winkeler said. “We’ve also
decided to be more creative on
Wednesday by allowing Karen (Liss)
and Erica (Gerth) to move around and
get kills for more places than the outside corners.”
The upperclassmen have taken
more of a leadership role during this
stretch.
“We have had two hard practices
and we really feel good about the way
we are playing,” Schuette said. “(The
upperclassmen) haven’t been on our
case but they have done a great job
pushing us to become better quickly.”
Even though the Panthers are two
wins under .500, Eastern still has
high expectations.

Tinkering:

NCAA

Sports psychology makes big
difference at several levels

Minnesota looks to past
next test after failing first

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Dr. Bill Russell has worked with athletes from Ball
State University, the University of Missouri and
Eastern.

T HE W OMEN
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time winningest coach, Gable compiled a
career record of 355-21-2, all at Iowa. He
coached 152 All-Americans, 45 national champions, 106 Big Ten champions and 10
Olympians, including four gold medalists.
Gable’s teams won the Big Ten title every year
he was the head of the Iowa program. He had a
winning percentage of .932 and captured nine
consecutive NCAA Championships (1978-86).
That equals the longest streak of national titles
won by any school in any sport. Needless to
say, he is considered a legend in the state of
Iowa.
“I really encouraged the use of sports psychologist when I was the coach at Iowa because
if a kid isn’t giving me all of his blood, sweat
and tears, we’ll send him to figure out why he’s
holding back,” Gable said. “You’ve got to have
the mental toughness to compete in any sport
but especially wrestling because it’s just you
and him in a three-foot circle.
“The other thing is that a coach should have
some of that background before they get into
coaching because it’s a big part and if they
don’t, they either refer to someone else or won’t
be effective.”
However, the most important aspect of using
a sports psychologist is the attitude that the
athlete has to the process.
“The key to success with this method is you
have to have an open mind toward this because
you accept what I’m trying to accomplish with
a lot of questions,” Dr. Russell said.

FOOTBALL

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) – After failing
their first real test of the season during
last week’s 28-15 loss to Purdue, the
Minnesota Golden Gophers are anxious
for another shot.
“We don’t have a lot to prove to (outsiders), but we do to us,” strong safety
Justin Isom said. “We kind of let the
Purdue game get away from us. It put
us back in reality and let us see that
we’re not invincible.”
Thanks to the Twins’ success on the
baseball diamond, Minnesota won’t
have to wait long. The Gophers (4-1
overall, 0-1 in the Big Ten) host defending Big Ten-champion Illinois Thursday
night. The game was moved from
Saturday afternoon to Thursday night
to accommodate a potential Twins playoff game against Oakland.
The Gophers started the season with
four straight wins over softies
Southwest Texas State, LouisianaLafayette, Toledo and Buffalo. But the
step up to the Boilermakers in the Big
Ten opener proved to be too steep for
Minnesota.
“It’s tough going from one level to the
Big Ten,” tight end Ben Utecht said.
“There’s always a jolt; it always takes
some time. Hopefully Purdue was just a
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WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME OUR NEW MEMBERS !
Stacey Basarich
Lisa Bootz
Emily Born
Devin Bucke
Sandra Bylut
Erin Cambell
Colleen Crawford
Emily Dalby
Lindsey Dunton
Lauren Foster
Carmen Gaytan
Amy Gieseking
Susan Hamilton
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Freshman outside hitter Laura Schuette, a native of St.
Charles, Mo., should feel at home in St. Louis when Eastern
plays the Billikens today.

Lisa Hartman
Stina Heldmann
Katie Hopkins
Katie Neushwanger
Tiffany Long
Sandy Maropoulos
Kelly Mrzyglad
Leslie Johnson
Catherine Reeter
Amy Smith
Sam Smith
Jen Stoeber
Katie Worden

game we needed to get through. Now
we’re prepared mentally and physically to step it up a notch.”
Quarterback Asad Abdul-Khaliq had
the toughest transition.
Through the first four weeks of the
season, he led the nation in passing efficiency. Against Purdue, however, he
completed just 16 of 48 passes for 233
yards. Several passes were dropped,
however, and Abdul-Khaliq spent much
of the day running from a tough Purdue
pass rush.
“Asad’s only as good as his supporting cast,” Gophers coach Glen Mason
said. “So, collectively, we need more
consistency out of our offense. Surely
at the quarterback position ... but other
people are involved in that.”
Illinois (1-4, 0-1) comes into the game
looking for consistency on defense to
supplement an offense that is ranked
fifth in the nation, averaging 478.4
yards per game.
The defense, however, is ranked
94th.
“I am surprised. I thought we’d be
playing a lot better,” Illinois coach Ron
Turner said. “We’re really struggling in
the secondary. We’ve had a lot of
injuries.”

Don’t Forget Your
Meningitis and Hepatitis B
Immunizations
Available At the Health Service
The Center for Disease Control (CDC) and American
College Health Association (ACHA) recommend
that college students consider receiving
Meningitis and Hepatitis immunizations
Meningitis - $70
Hepatitis B - $60 for a series of 3 injections
Schedule and appointment at the Health Service
For these or other immunizations, contact the
Tel-a-nurse @ 217-581-ASAP (2727)

ADVERTISE

You’llBe
Surprised by
the Results
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Panther sports calendar
W E D N E S D AY
F R I D AY

Wednesday, October 2, 2002

OVERTIME

Volleyball at Saint Louis
Men’s soccer at Saint Louis
Cross Country at Notre Dame
Women’s soccer at SEMO
Men’s soccer at WKU
Rugby at Arkansas

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
5 p.m.
Noon

Tinkering with the mind

MATT WILLIAMS
S TA F F W R I T E R

Monday
night fever
Rivalry: to try to equal or
excel. This definition is a little
tame when using it to describe
the Bears and Packers history.
Chicago and Green Bay have
met 163 times in what I feel is
one of the best rivalries in all
of sports.
Nothing can beat the intensity that is on the field when
these two teams meet. The
numerous battles that have
taken place at Soldier Field and
at Lambeau Field are etched in
every football fans minds.
When Chicago and Green
Bay meet for the 164th time
this Monday in Chicago, oh I
mean in Champaign, a few
things will be missing.
Stadiums and locations are a
big part of developing fierce
rivalries. When the Bears set
up shop at Memorial Stadium
in Champaign for the 2002 season while Soldier Field is being
renovated, part of the meaning
behind this game was lost.
How can you have a Monday
night game in Champaign? The
least they could have done is
scheduled it at Lambeau to
keep some of the tradition
going.
Sure the Bears would probably have a tougher time in the
land of the cheese, but winning
a game in Green Bay on national television would be much
sweeter than taking a victory at
the University of Illinois.
I could be reading into the
location scenario a little too
much, but I think the game
would be much better if John
Madden parked his bus in
Green Bay instead.
This isn’t even the beginning
of the potential mess. Fans
won’t even be able to see the
teams’ starting players take the
field Monday. This has turned
into the ultimate hospital match
as both teams have had an endless amount of injuries to several key players.
The Bears defense has more
bandages than an X-Games
competition. Greg Blache is
going to have to start picking
people out of the stands if any
more of his defensive starters
get injured. He has already lost
defensive end Philip Daniels,
cornerback R.W. McQuarters,
defensive tackle Ted
Washington and now linebacker
Warrick Holdman. Where is
Walt Harris when you need
him?
As my main man Kermit T.
Frog once said, “It isn’t easy
being green.” The Packers
know exactly how the Bears
are feeling right now as they
have seen many of their players fall in the opening weeks.
They will be without right
tackle Mark Tauscher, defensive end Vonnie Holliday, safety Antuan Edwards and full
back William Henderson. They
also have a long list of probables and questionables.
I guess all this rivalry really
needs is Brett Favre.
As long as Favre is around
the Bears-Packers matchup
will always be something to
watch.
If a guy like Rodney Peete
can still throw touchdowns for
Carolina, then why can’t Favre
stick around until he is 50?

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Sports psychologist, Dr. Bill Russell talks with Eastern’s volleyball team at practice. Russell has been working the volleyball team for the past two years.

◆ Eastern joins other colleges as
believers of sports psychology
By Matthew Stevens
S TA F F W R I T E R

To use a doctor for anything that isn’t broken,
torn or even sore is ridiculous, isn’t it?
The Eastern volleyball team would certainly
disagree because for two consecutive seasons,
they have a weekly meeting with a sports psychologist.
“I think that it helps the team keep their
minds into such a long season,” head coach
Brenda Winkeler said.
The volleyball squad meets with Eastern’s
sports psychologist Dr. Bill Russell every
Wednesday during its afternoon practices.
“I’ll talk about certain things that I find that
works for groups of athletes to think about or do
while they are in the heat of competition,” Dr.
Russell said.
The day after Eastern suffered a disappoint-
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ing loss to IUPU-I, Dr. Russell talked about negative self-talk and non-verbal communication.
One of the things that Dr. Russell suggested
was clapping their hands once if they do something wrong and using the high-five to pump
themselves up.
“I’m a big believer in athletes forcing themselves to do something physical to remind them
about things they struggle with,” Dr. Russell
said.
“The key with last year’s team was that they
were so experienced that they didn’t have to
manufacture confidence in themselves,” he
said.
Dr. Russell has also worked with Ball State
and the University of Missouri. Russell worked
with the Missouri women’s golf team and several sports at Ball State.
At the University of Missouri, he had an interesting approach for a constantly negative
golfer.
“I had her carry 10 paper clips in her right
pocket and walked 18 holes with her. When she

had a negative thought, I had her place a paper
clip from her right to her left pocket. By the
sixth hole, she ran out of paper clips and understood why she wasn’t as aggressive as she needed to be,” Russell said.
Other schools that have used a sports psychologist are the University of Illinois and the
University of Iowa.
“I can tell you that (Illinois head) coach (Bill)
Self used it with Brian Cook and Luke Smith and
it really helped make them more aggressive in
the second half of last season,” Illinois sports
information director Kent Brown said.
Coach Self was unavailable for comment.
Arguably the greatest collegiate wrestler
used sports psychology when he coached at the
University of Iowa.
Dan Gable compiled a 118-1 record in four
years of competing in collegiate wrestling at
Iowa State. Gable went on to coach at the
University of Iowa for 21 years. As Iowa’s allSEE TINKERING
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“I’m sure 22 is highlighted on their score sheets.” – Adam Howarth
◆ With his second six-goal game Jason Thompson has Eastern fans

Waiting for an encore
(Editor’s note: Top Cat is a weekly series taking an in-depth look at Eastern’s top athlete
from the previous week. Winners can be
selected only once each year. Selection is
made by the Daily Eastern News sports
staff.)
By Matt Williams
S TA F F W R I T E R

Not many players can say they have
scored six goals in one 90-minute soccer
game. Junior forward Jason Thompson can
say he has done it twice.
Thompson scored three goals in each half
Sunday against Illinois-Chicago to tie his
own record which is also a team and conference record.
Eastern head coach Adam Howarth doesn’t expect anything less than what he saw on
Sunday.
“I always thought that records were made
to be broken,” Howarth said. “If (Thompson)
gets on a streak, there is no reason he can’t
get the goals.”
Thompson never really expected for this
feat to be met twice, especially against the
Flames.
“The team we played the first time wasn’t
quite up to par with us,” Thompson said. “I
never really thought that I would be able to
do it against a team like Illinois-Chicago.”
Thompson is no stranger to awards and
records. He has an endless list of achievements, the most recent being named
Missouri Valley Conference Offensive
Player of the Week.He was named MVC
Newcomer of the Year as a freshman,
Second Team All-American, and was picked
for the preseason all-conference team.
Despite all of his success on the field he

doesn’t put a lot of weight on the awards.
“The records don’t really mean anything to
me,” Thompson said. “Once I’m 60 or 70 they
might start to mean something.”
Thompson, a native of Garland, Texas, did
not even know that Eastern Illinois existed
until he started to receive recruiting phone
calls, but he decided to pick up his cleats and
head to Charleston anyway.
“What drew me here the most was the conference and then scholarships help too,”
Thompson said. “When you take visits to
schools you sort of know where you want to
end up.”
Thompson’s soccer career doesn’t stop
here at Eastern. He has spent the last two
summers playing for the Premiere
Developmental League and was also picked
to play for the United States Under-23
national team during their tour of England.
The national exposure has put him the top
priority for opponents to look after.
“I’m sure 22 is highlighted on their score
sheets,” Howarth said.
Thompson is not one bit bothered by the
extra attention that he receives.
“If they want to key in on me, then I say let
them,” Thompson said. “If they do that,
there are going to be 10 other players just as
good as me on the field left open.”
With Thompson’s production and the team
beginning to play well as a whole, they are
also beginning to be recognized. For the first
time in two year the Panthers (4-4) made
regional rankings. Eastern is currently tied
for 10th in the Midwest Region.
Thompson hopes to see added success as
the season goes. “I personally like to play
one game at a time,” Thompson said. “When
it comes down to conference tournament
time is when it starts to matter.”
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Junior forward Jason Thompson scored six goals
against Illinois-Chicago Sunday at Lakeside field. It
was the second time Thompson has scored six goals
in a single game in his collegiate career.

